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In May 1964, Ian Waites’s family moved into a brand new,
two–bedroomed council house on the just–completed
Middlefield Lane estate in Gainsborough, Lincolnshire. The
estate was a typical provincial example of a post–World War
Two local authority housing scheme intended to provide
new homes for working-class families. It was characterised
by modernist ideas in architecture and planning: the
houses had Formica kitchen ‘tops’, a TV aerial socket, and a
‘picture-window’, while the estate itself was almost wholly
pedestrianised.
Ian Waites’s photographs document this world, and his
recollective descriptions of the estate during his childhood
in the 1960s and ’70s attempt to regain a sense of what it
‘felt like’ to live there back then. Today, these estates are
commonly viewed as problematic and unattractive places
but Middlefield: A postwar council estate in time presents
a more nuanced perspective by demonstrating that they
were carefully and thoughtfully planned, with rich and
meaningful histories.

Greens
As he was beginning to think about how Middlefield should
look, the estate’s architect took his wife for a Sunday drive
to a council housing development in Coventry, so he could
experience a Radburn layout at first hand. Back then, planners
wrote breezily and proactively about estates like Middlefield:
“What we can do in housing schemes is minimise the car’s
visual intrusion; and, by separating it as completely as
possible from pedestrians, keep it from making life dangerous
and unpleasant”. At Middlefield, cars were kept ‘round the
back’, along short, cul–de–sac, service lanes. On the other
side—‘the front’—short rows of houses were grouped around
open green spaces that were either given modern, functional
names (‘The Green’) or which were named after nearby
deserted medieval villages (Dunstall Walk). All was for the
communal good: “Only then can motorists and pedestrians,
who are also sometimes the same people, enjoy the best of
both worlds”.
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Kerbs

Cut–throughs

The attempt to minimise the impact of the car on the
community was constantly thwarted by the children, who
nevertheless created a limitless micro–network of pretend
roads and motorways on the estate’s kerbs. Day in, day
out, they played ‘cars’ with whatever Matchbox vehicles
they could lay their hands on. These children played at
ground level, wearing out knees in trousers as they knelt
on the ground, or splitting the soles of their shoes as they
squatted on the balls of their feet, pushing die–cast vehicles
along strings of elongated concrete blocks. Chalk or crayons
were used to draw lane markings, parking bays, ‘houses’
and ‘shops’ up and down the estate. On a cornerstone, the
rules of the road would be observed by drawing some Give
Way dotted lines and triangles. The children of Middlefield
manipulated the planned fabric of the estate to their own
desires and needs.

The cut–throughs threaded the estate together, and joined
up the lives of the children who lived there. As they saw
their children disappear into one of those narrow channels
of privet, wall and fence, parents would wonder where they
had been. Where were they going, what were they doing?
But, if asked, the children would have to admit that they
didn’t know: we go down there, down there, along there,
to there, or we go that way. As they crossed the estate,
constantly in motion, strolling, running, cycling, they were
free from time. No burdens of the past pressed upon them;
nor did they wonder what the future might hold. In the cut–
throughs they felt both connected and absent–minded. They
were in reverie. The seer and the seen, the child and the
place, were indistinguishable.
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Friends

Garages

Patrick wanted to form a reggae band with me even though
neither of us could play an instrument (I had a Bontempi
organ though).

The council originally built 143 garages at Middlefield to
cater for a projected increase in car ownership, but they
always struggled to be let. Back in the 1960s and 70s,
everything was local. People either walked into town or,
if it was raining, they got the bus. The car never really
flourished on the estate, even into the twenty–first century.
In 2012, a number of garages were removed, leaving clean,
white rectangles that somehow brightened up the estate,
but which also served as a reminder of a future that, for
some, never quite took off.
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